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Abstract
Writing applications which are easily moved to various computer platforms with different
graphical user interfaces (GUis) is a complex task. Yet this concept is important for the creator
of commercial software, as it is not likely to be clear for many years whether one or two GUis will
survive and become industry "standards" or whether the growth in GUis will continue because of
new developments in human-computer interfaces. Providing a user interface abstraction which
maps into all toolkits seems to be an appropriate way to proceed, but is fraught with difficulty.
For example, different GUis present a different look-and-feel which often causes system-specific
information to be embedded in an application. This paper surveys the problems inherent in
designing a user interface abstraction, and describes the experiences gained from a specific
implementation called CIRL/PIWI 1 . The user interface abstraction contains a knowledge base
which allows many components of the user interface to be defined independent of look-and-feel
thereby increasing the portability of an application.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: D.2.7 [Software Engineering]: Distribution and Maintenance - Portability; H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: User Interfaces
- Windowing systems; I.7.1 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: User Interfaces User interface management systems (UIMS}
General Terms: Software, User Interfaces, Languages
Additional Key Words and Phrases: Markup languages, retargetability, user interface resources

1

Introduction

The proliferation of graphical user interfaces ( GUis ), such as Macintosh Toolbox, Microsoft Windows 3.0, Presentation Manager, XU/Motif, Xll/OpenLook and NextStep, on different operating
platforms creates a perplexing problem for the developer of application software. Simply stated,
"Research described in this paper has been supported by Bell Canada and the Natural Sciences and Engineering
Research Council of Canada.
tD.D. Cowan is with the Computer Science Department and the Computer Systems Group and C.M. Durance,
E. Giguere and G.M. Pianosi are with the Computer Systems Group, all at the University of Waterloo
1
CIRL and PIWI are mnemonics for Coordinate-Independent Resource Language and Presentation-Independent
Windowed Interface.
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which GUI(s) should be used with a given application? This question has significant implications
for all software developers, but particularly for those who wish to distribute their product commercially. Choice of the "wrong" GUI may condemn an otherwise excellent software system to
commercial oblivion.
Software developers can make the decision to write their software for a number of the most
popular systems, but such a solution is fraught with difficulties. GUis have complex interfaces
which are different, difficult to learn and quite cumbersome. Since the interface code is often a
significant portion of an application, a substantial re-write is usually necessary. An even greater
dilemma faces the software developer, since multiple systems with the same application goals have
to be maintained. Also converting an application must be done carefully, otherwise an application
created for one system will have a "foreign" appearance or feel on subsequent systems and will
prob'ably not gain wide acceptance.
Future development in human-computer interfaces will only exacerbate this problem. Rather
than having one or two GUis dominate the market, the introduction of new interface technologies
such as handwriting recognition [Car91], touch-and-feel [Rei91], voice, and three-dimensional tools
such as the Information Visualizer [Cla91] will make the human-computer interface even more
varied and oomplex.

2

Goals

One possible solution to this problem is to design and write software applications so that they may
be easily retargeted or ported among a large set of GUis. Several approaches have been considered
and are described in the literature.
The application could be partitioned into components so that the user interface is separate from
the application code. Such a viewpoint has been suggested by the Model-View-Controller paradigm
[KP88] and by Hartson [Har89). A similar approach to partitioning has been used by Myers [Mye89]
in the use of interactors which encapsulate a class of input behaviours. A different approach
to partitioning is exemplified by the class structure and inheritance properties of object-oriented
programming systems. One application of this technique is presented in [WGM88, WGM89].
The current GUis have adopted several different programming and interface models which
create difficulties for the application developer. Is it possible to design an interface abstraction
which would be applicable over several different GUis? This paper discusses retargetability from
this viewpoint by examining:
• the issues inherent in designing a GUI abstraction which all applications could use,
• a survey of some of the available solutions which attempt to provide a GUI abstraction,
• and a specific solution called CIB.L/PIWI, which has been implemented and tested with
several applications.
The primary goal in designing a user interface abstraction is that the amount of effort to retarget
the application program must be much less than that required to implement it initially. This goal is
similar to the one proposed for portable programs by Poole and Waite [PW73]. More realistically,
one also wants to minimize the need for code changes in order to ease the job of maintaining an
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application on several platforms. One should expect that moving the application is not a one-time
translation, but is part of on-going application development.
·
The ability to retarget an application also has an effect on documentation; only one copy of the
source code documentation must be maintained. Unfortunately it is still necessary to write and
maintain user documentation for each computing system, since the appearance and operation of
an application may be quite different on disparate platforms.
In designing and implementing the interface abstraction a number of goals and objectives have
been identified, some of which have been described earlier in [Nic91, Dur90].
An application using a specific GUI should have the same appearance and operating characteristics as the other so-called "native" applications. Native applications are ones which are considered
to define the "look-and-feel" of the computer system. Thus an interface abstraction should allow
full use of the capabilities on a specific GUI. The abstraction should not define a subset of GUI
capabilities which is common to all the GUis of interest; in other words we should avoid the "least
common denominator" approach. The interface abstraction must be extensible, providing maximum functionality for each of the targeted platforms and easily allowing additional platforms and
new features in existing platforms.
Performance is an important issue in retargeting an application to a new computer system and
GUI. The retargeted application should perform just as well on the new system as the old one from
which it was moved. Using a user interface abstraction instead of the native toolkit should.not
significantly impact performance or resource requirements.
The implementation of the user interface abstraction should be practical from two perspectives.
First, the application should be able to be moved to the new GUI with acceptable development
costs, in terms of time, resources and overhead. Second, the impact on future maintenance of the
system should be minimized. Ideally, separation of the application and the user interface should
be such that modification of one has no impact on the other.
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Problems/Obstacles

A number of obstacles to building user interface abstractions have been identified by both Nicholson
and Durance [Nic91, Dur90], and these and other similar concerns are discussed and amplified in
this section.

3.1

Look-and-feel Consistency

All applications written for a specific GUI should have the same general appearance and operating characteristics, the so-called "look-and-feel". By providing consistency the user can apply
techniques already learned with one application to other applications on the same machine. Applications which do not conform to the "look-and-feel" on a specific system are usually not well
accepted. This section discusses examples of some of the issues which can be encountered in trying
to achieve a native look-and-feel for an application across all target toolkits.
Although the appearance of many of the GUis is similar, each GUI attempts to use a different
metaphor to present its operations and make them appear "natural". For example, the Macintosh
uses a desktop as the model for its operations and allows the user to drag files or folders ( directories) to the "trash can" for deletion while Microsoft Windows 3.0 uses the file manager or menu
3

commands. The program manager in Windows 3.0 displays iconic representations of application
programs and files in window groups while the Macintosh interface displays the icons in windows
called folders. In both cases invoking an icon for a program or file invokes the application program.
Similar remarks apply to the metaphors supported by other toolkits.
Menus present several interesting problems. The Macintosh shows a single menu-bar for all its
application windows whereas other toolkits usually use a menu-bar for each window corresponding
to an open application. The type of menus is also a problem; is the menu pull-down or pop-up?
What order and where do commands appear in the menu structure? What menus contain the
"About" item and "Quit" /"Exit" entries?
Dialogs for a number of standard operations such as selecting a file or confirming the loss of
the current workspace have a fixed but different appearance in different GUI environments. The
positioning of objects within dialogues is quite important: where should the control buttons appear,
along the bottom or stacked on the right of the dialogue?
Other familiar objects such as buttons and scroll bars have specific appearance, position and
text attributes. For example should a button read "OK", "Okay", or "Accept"?

3.2

Event Models

An interactive application must eventually react to user input or user events, such as input from
the keyboard or a pointing device such as a mouse or a trackball. There are two common models
which are used to support the handling of input events by the program.
Some systems such as the Macintosh queue each input event in order of arrival. When it is ready
the application requests the next event, determines its type, and calls the appropriate processing
routine.
The X Window Intrinsics Toolkit uses a "callback" model. Each object which is associated with
an input event registers its corresponding event-handling routine with the GUI when the object
is created. The GUI then examines input events and when they occur dispatches them to the
appropriate event-handling routine.
Portability can be achieved in event handling by registering all input events in the callback
model with the application. Thus the application can always be written to de-multiplex its own
events by collapsing the callback model onto the Macintosh model. Such a solution simplifies the
retargetability problem but seems somewhat inefficient.

3.3

Coordinate Systems

Display coordinate systems are a source of several perplexing problems for the portable toolkit
designer. The origin for the display coordinate system may not always be in one location such as
the lower left-hand comer. Also the display resolution and the aspect ratio may cause particular
difficulties for drawing and graphics applications: circles may be round on some displays and
elliptical on others. Even text causes problems since we need to determine how text is drawn
from the current cursor position: is the current cursor position at the top, bottom or baseline of a
particular character?
A virtual coordinate system could be designed and then mapped into each GUI through the
portable toolkit, but this would only solve part of the problem. The position of dialogue boxes
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· and other display artifacts is dependent on the "look-and-feel" defined by a particular GUI. Hence
positioning a specific dialogue box in a particular set of virtual coordinates may work in some
systems but will look out of place in others.

3.4

System Facilities

Computer systems have a wide range of hardware configurations and software options available.
This section addresses some of these options and shows how fonts, color and input devices complicate
the development of a portable toolkit.
3.4.1

Fonts

Some computer systems supply a wide range of fonts for the user, but the application developer
does not know in advance which ones are available. The fonts may also have many attributes
such as weight, slant, underlining, and italics. Some systems also allow the user to install fonts
dynamically during regular operation of the computer. The developer can only expect the existence
of one font, but will know nothing about the characteristics of that font in advance.
3.4.2

Color

Color is another variable attribute which cannot be anticipated in advance. Displays may be
monochrome, gray scale or color. The number of colors may vary as well from a small number such
as eight to several thousand.
3.4.3

Input Devices

Keyboards are the only device which can be expected, but the existence of certain keys cannot
be assumed - useful editing keys such as Insert, Delete, Home, and End do not exist on Sun
computers while the original Macintosh keyboard did not include an "escape" key.
Mice and other pointing devices are standard and in fact required in some configurations, while
in other environments they are considered a luxury or a nuisance. Of course designs for mice are
not standard; the number of buttons ranges from one on the Macintosh to two or three on IBM
PC and Unix systems.

4

Portable Toolkits -

The Concept

Implementing a user interface abstraction applicable across a wide range of GUis requires the
development of a user interface toolkit which is portable across multiple target platforms. Ideally
the portable toolkit provides a standard library of interface routines which map to all supported
systems thus enabling an application to be developed to one standard user interface. With such a
toolkit the application source code can be retargeted without any modifications. Maintenance is
also greatly simplified since there is only one copy of the source code. As the toolkit is implemented
for additional systems the number of target platforms for the application expands automatically.
Finally the application developer becomes more productive since it is only necessary to learn the
protocol for the one abstract user interface toolkit. Design and implementation of the portable
5

toolkit can take a number of different approaches although the "least common denominator" and
the portable user interface abstraction probably bracket the range of options.

4.1

Least Common Denominator Toolkit

The "least common denominator" portable toolkit is created by investigating the toolkits of interest,
the so-called target set, and then creating an implementation which exposes those features which
are in common. The mapping from the portable toolkit to the real toolkit is minimal, thus having
almost no impact on performance.
By providing only the "least common denominator" developers are severely handicapped, as
they are denied access to the richness of a specific toolkit. Limiting access to specific toolkit
functions also limits the degree of integration or look-and-feel of an application. Applications may
look foreign because they can only access certain user interface characteristics.

4.2

Portable User Interface Abstraction

The user interface abstraction approach to building a portable toolkit creates an abstraction which
encompasses the features of all the user interface toolkits of interest. Although in some sense this
approach provides the union of all the features, careful design can ensure tli.e size and complexity
of the resulting implementation falls within reasonable limits. Since the features of each toolkit are
exposed through the abstraction it should be possible for an application to achieve the look-and-feel
of any host environment. Some toolkits may not directly support all features of the abstraction,
hence the need to introduce additional procedures in some cases, may impact performance and
portability.

4.3

Programming Errors and Portable Toolkits

Most toolkits have their own unique method( s) for reporting errors to the programmer and because
of potential complexity an error abstraction is not usually designed into a portable toolkit. Thus
errors are reported in terms of the native toolkit and may be incomprehensible to programmers
unless they also have knowledge of the native toolkit. Because the portable and native toolkits
are intimately related, confusion in terminology may result. In fact the claim is made [Dur90]
that the application developer must "have a thorough knowledge of the abstract user interface,
the underlying host user interface, and how each is related." Such a requirement is one of the
disadvantages of the portable toolkit approach.

5

Properties of a Portable Toolkit

From the considerations in the previous section we chose to create a portable toolkit which supported the user interface abstraction rather than the least common denominator. This section
discusses the principles which should guide the design and implementation of such a portable
toolkit. These design principles described in the next few subsections are similar to ones identified
in [Nic91].
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5.1

Overspecification

A user interface abstraction which works for a large set of different toolkits requires the union
of all the accessible features. Thus the abstraction must accept a superset of information even
though it is ignored by some toolkits. The functions which define the interface should use attribute
structures as parameters rather than increase the number of function parameters when a new toolkit
is supported. Passing a structure allows for ease of extensibility since additional information can
be passed without impacting existing applications.

5.2

Abstraction

The abstract user interface must be uniform for all toolkits. For example, either pull-down or
pop-up menus could be supported. Specific mappings for the portable toolkit will determine which
one actually appears on the screen. If parts of the model differ across user interfaces then the
portability of an application could be seriously impaired.

5.3

Augmentation

Features which are useful should be uniformly available regardless of whether or not they are
implemented in a specific toolkit. Features such as file browsers or help systems are generally
useful.

5.4

Exclusion

Some features are available on only one or two platforms and would be difficult to implement
on others. Such features should not be included in the toolkit. For example, Windows 3.0 has
resources such as the combo box which may not be readily available in a similar format in other
GUis. Since no reasonable alternatives may be available on other systems, and since exclusion of
these features does not affect the look-and-feel of applications under Windows 3.0, they should not
be implemented.

5.5

Qualification

An abstraction which encompasses several user interfaces will be imperfect in that different standards apply to the appearance. For example, where does the "Exit" command appear and what
form is a specific type of dialogue? The programmer should be able to "qualify" such requests.
The Coordinate-Independent Resource Language (CIRL) which appears in a later section of
this paper handles many of these problems.

5.6

Software Engineering Principles

Of course, other good software engineering principles such as modularity and information hiding·
should be used.
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CIRL/PIWI - A Portable User Interface Abstraction

Part of the research in retargetability of interactive applications over multiple GUis focussed on
the design and partial implementation of a portable user interface abstraction. The abstraction
provided our research groups with a model for experimentation. The abstraction consisted of two
components:
• a resource language to define the various elements in a user interface such as menus and
dialogues,
• and an abstract interface to various user interface toolkits.
The resource language and the abstract user interface are called CIRL (Coordinate-Independent
Resource Language) and PIWI (Presentation-Independent Windowed Interface) respectively.
A substantial amount of the abstract interface interacts with and manipulates the various
resources. For example, a menu is activated by an input event and then another event returns
the menu item which was selected. Similarly a dialogue box is presented to the user and the
user's responses are determined by specific user and application provoked actions. Since PIWI uses
resources such as those defined by CIRL, we define CIRL first, and then deal with its interaction
with PIWI.
Funcllonal Resource
Description
Resource Component 1 - - - - - - - - - - - 1
Descriptions

Windows

r------------ •

___

:Ig::App;nml :....._
:1=:-™
·-------------·1:
,--------------.
:I=Appllrancel t_.
:I
I: .
·---------- -- -·

Native Toolkit
Resource
Description

XII/Mo/If

==--m

MacIntosh

Figure 1: CIRL Input Files

6.1

CffiL ( Coordinate-Independent Resource Language)

The appearance and operation of menus, windows, dialogue boxes and scroll bars are significant
factors in determining the look-and-feel of an interactive application. Such items are often called
resources and can be defined by procedural or descriptive methods. Some of the windowing systems
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have adopted a descriptive approach using a so-called resource language, where the elements of the
resource are named and their size, position and relationship are specified.
The position, content and order of the text and graphics associated with a resource varies
substantially over different user interfaces. Thus if an application contains information relevant
to a specific GUI, the portability of that application is severely impaired. CIRL was designed to
overcome this problem. CIRL allows the programmer to create a functional description of the
application resources independent of their final appearance. A translator then uses the CIRL
description and an appearance knowledge-base for a specific GUI to produce a set of resources
which implement the correct look-and-feel. This process is depicted in Figure 1. The following
subsections present an overview of CIRL. A more complete description is in (Cha90, Gig90].
CIRL uses a tagging or markup language similar to SGML (vH90] to describe the resource and
to relate its appearance to the knowledge-base. This descriptive approach is similar to that used
in ITS (BBG+89b] and the Dialog Tag Language (DTL) of OS/2 (Int89], although the ultimate
goals of the description appear to be quite different. ITS and DTL are looking for a higher-level
method of description of GUI resources whereas CIRL uses such descriptive powers to provide both
a high-level description and a separation of the appearance or semantics of a resource from its
syntactic structure.
The approach with CIRL is similar to that used with documents, where tags are used to delineate
structure and to relate the document's appearance to this structure. Each resource description has
a number of components which include:
• begin and end tags which describe the type of the resource and its extent 2 ,
• a label or identifier which appears immediately after the begin tag and is the name of a
specific instance ofa resource,
• text fields which are either displayed or contain the result of user input,
• content which are the identifiers of other resources and which allow composition or creation
of complex resources from simpler components,
• and parameters which provide details about the specific resource3 •
The descriptive format for resources is presented in the next subsections.
6.1.1

Menu Section

Menus can be viewed as consisting of menu-bars which contain menus or menu lists showing a number of different possible action items called menu items. Menus can also contain menu separators
which are often used to group menu items visually. The various components which are used to
compose a menu are illustrated in Figure 2 and a description of each type of component follows.
2

The end tag may be omitted if the extent of the resource description can be determined from the context.

3

The parameters may not be present for all resources.
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1.

:MENU_BAR UI_RID_MAIN_MENU

:END_MENU_BAR
2.

:MENU_LIST <menu_id>
<text>

:END_MENU_LIST
3.

:MENU_ITEM <incr_menu_id> {checkable} {disabled} {<accel>}
<text>

4.

<char>_<complexity>

5.

:MENU_ITEM SEPARATOR
Figure 2: The Components for the Menu Resource

Menu Bar There is usually one menu bar for an application. A sample menu bar is the first
component shown in Figure 2. UI.JUD..MAIN..MENU is the label for this specific resource. The ellipsis
( ... ) in the definition represent labels of sub-components such as menu lists. Since a menu bar can
contain multiple menu lists, the :MENU.BAR tag has a corresponding :END..MENU.l!AR tag.
Menu Lists A menu list has the form of the second component in Figure 2. The <menu.id> is
the name of a specific instance of this resource and is used to identify the resource when it appears
in a menu bar. The <text> item is the text which will identify the menu on the menu bar. The
ellipsis ( ... ) represents either menu items or menu separators. The order of appearance of the menu
items in a menu corresponds to their top-down ordering in the definition.
Menu Items Menu items are the action items which appear on a specific menu list; they have the
form shown in the third component of Figure 2. The <text> will represent the item in the menu
list and the specific item may be referenced using the menu identifier denoted by <incr..menu..id>
in the definition. The attribute {checkable} means that the menu item has an associated twostate indicator which may be set by the application, where the initial state is unchecked. The
parameter {disabled} indicates the menu item is initially disabled when the application starts.
The parameter { <accel>} denotes a menu accelerator, a key sequence which may be used as an
alternative method of selecting the menu item even when the menu is not visible.
An accelerator is specified as shown in the fourth component of Figure 2, where <char> is
an unquoted character which must be alphabetic and is case-insensitive. The <complexity> is a
measure of the effort required to produce the key sequence. For example, an accelerator of A_O may

produce the key sequence <Alt>A, while Li could produce <Alt><Shift>A.
Activating a menu item may produce a dialogue, and this convention is represented by appending
an ellipsis ( ... ) to the menu item name. Also a menu item may be activated by a mnemonic, a
key stroke which selects a menu item when the menu is. visible. A mnemonic is represented by any
character in the text which is preceded by a tilde C).
Menu Separators Applications often use a separator in a menu to group commands together.
The separator in CIBL is denoted by the fifth component in Figure 2. Separators are restricted in
that they may not be the first or last item in a menu list.

1.

:DIALOG <KEYWORD> <resource_id>
<text>

:END_DIALOG
2.

:DLG~PROMPTEDITFIELD <dialog_id> <int>
<text>
<text>

3.

:DLG_TEXT <incr_dialog_id> <int>
<text>

4.

:DLG_PUSHBUTTON <incr_dialog_id> {resize}
<text>

, 5.

6.

:DLG_LISTBOI <dialog_id> <height> <width> <lb_style>
<text>
:DLG_GROUP <group_id>
<text>
:DLG_END_GROUP
Figure 3: The Components for the Dialogue Resource

6.1.2

Dialogues

A dialogue box is a special window that presents information and solicits input from the user.
Dialogues can contain various items and groups of items including text for messages, edit-fields
in which the user types input, and check boxes, radio buttons and push buttons to allow the
user to describe or initiate specific defined actions. Dialogues can be either modal or modeless.
Modal dialogues demand that the user respond before the application can proceed, while modeless
11

dialogues can remain active while the user performs other actions within the same application.
Some of the components which can compose a dialogue box are shown in Figure 3.
Dialogue Box Dialogue boxes are described as shown by the first component in Figure 3. The
<KEYWORD> is either MODAL or MODELESS and the <resource...id> is used to identify a specific
instance of a dialogue box. The <text> entry contains the text in the title bar; a null entry
indicates the dialogue box does not have a title bar .. The ellipsis ( ... ) represents dialogue items or
groups of dialogue items which may appear in the dialogue box.
Edit Fields An edit field is a single line, editable text window which may be preceded by a text
prompt. The definition of a prompted edit field has the form of the second component in Figure 3.
A specific dialogue item will be referenced in a dialogue box by the <dialog...id>. The <int>
field describes the width of the edit field. The first <text> entry is the prompt and the second
<text> entry is the default entry for the edit field. An edit field with no prompt is not shown in
Figure 3; it is similar to a prompted edit field but uses a different tag and has only one text field.

Text Dialogue boxes often contain multi-line messages, which are created using the format shown
in the third component in Figure 3, where <text> represents a block of text spread over multiple
lines. A text block is <int> lines high and the text is divided into words to cover this number of
lines. Single line text messages may also be defined which can be right or left-adjusted or centred.
Justification is performed relative to the group of items with which the text is associated.
Checkboxes, Radio buttons and Pushbuttons A checkbox usually appears as a two-state
square icon with accompanying text on the right. The state of a checkbox is changed through some
input event. A radio button is a two-state round or diamond-shaped icon with text on the right.
Radio buttons are used in groups to represent a set of mutually exclusive options in the application.
A pushbutton appears as text surrounded by a border; a pushbutton is ~ctivated by an input event
and initiates some action. Default pushbuttons are also used; the border is more prominent than
for a normal pushbutton and default pushbuttons can usually be activated by pushing the "return"
or "enter" key as well as by a pointer input-event ..
The definition of a pushbutton appears as the fourth component in Figure 3, where <text> is
the text which appears inside the button and the {resize} qualifier causes the button's size to be
large enough to enclose the text. Radio buttons and checkboxes, which are not defined in Figure 3,
use the same basic definition style without the resize option.
List Boxes List boxes contain several lines of text accompanied by a vertical scrollbar usually
on the right. List boxes allow the user to select one or more text items either by double clicking on
the item(s) or by selecting the accompanying dialogue default .pushbutton. A listbox definition is
illustrated as the fifth component in Figure 3. The <height> and <width> describe the number of
characters in the text area within the listbox exclusive of the scrollbar. The <lb_style> determines
how many text items may be selected simultaneously. The <text> item represents the text which
appears in the list box.
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Groups The individual resources defined earlier may be collected into groups to form more complex resources such as file browsers or a set of radio buttons. A group is defined by the expression
shown as the sixth component of Figure 3. The group has both a begin and end tag since the group
can be any size. The <text> is used as the group's title and may be empty, and the <group_id>
is used to identify a specific instance of a group. The ellipsis ( ... ) represents either individual
resources or other groups surrounded by group begin and end tags.
6.1.3

Strings

Strings are simple text objects which are stored as a resource. A single string can be named and
then all the strings in an application can be grouped together in a string list. Using a resource
to store all an application's strings means they can be altered without recompiling code. Such an
organization of text strings facilitates local customization or internationalization of a user interface.
6.1.4

Selective Menu and Dialogue Items

Although we have presented a method of describing resources, there are still several problems.
Because look-and-feel differs significantly across Gills we often encounter issues similar to the
following:
• menu lists appearing in different order in the same application,
• similar menu items appearing in different menu lists,
• and different key words used to describe the same menu action, for exam.ple "Quit" or "Exit"
and "Open" or "Get".
Applications should be implemented so that these differences in resources are transparent to the
programmer. Naming conventions should be uniform across all resources, even though the resources
have a different appearance for the same application running under different Gills. For example,
the identifier used to name a specific item should remain the same even though the form of a
resource changes. Without uniform naming conventions the ease of retargetability of an application
is significantly diminished.
Each application could have several different sets of resources, one for each applicable Gm. The
collection of resource definitions for a specific application and Gm can be held in one file. Hence
when an application is recompiled for a new Gill, only the name of the resource file needs to be
changed.
6.1.5

The CIRL Knowledge-Base

CIB.L uses a resource-definition model similar to the document model to describe a re~ource for
a specific Gm. In other words the structure (or syntax) and content for a resource are separated
from its appearance or semantics. The functional description or syntax of the resource uses the
tagging notation presented previously, while the semantics or appearance parameters of a resource
are defined separately. The document model usually does not separate syntax and appearance
completely, rather it defines the appearance for types separately and uses attributes to modify
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Figure 4: A Sample Windows File Browser
specific instances of those types in the syntactic definition. The resource-definition model allows
the type appearance parameters for specific instances of types to be defined separately from the
syntactic definition, or to be included as attributes of this definition.
The notation for both the syntax and semantics a.re illustrated for a Windows file browser
dialogue shown in Figure 4. The syntax of the file browser is given in Figure 5 and the components
for the file browser such as prompted edit-fields, pushbuttons and list boxes a.re shown in Figure 6.
The file browser is composed using the following syntactic units:
• a group showing the list of directories and the current directory,
• a group consisting of the previous group and a list of files,
• a group with the previous group and a prompted field,
• and a group with the previous group and a group of pushbuttons and a checkbox.
A pa.rtia.l description of the file-browser appearance is shown in Figure 7, where the appearance
of a resource type is determined by parameters such as:
• • the font used for messages, since these may determine the height and width of various components such a.s pushbuttons, or edit fields,
• the border space a.round a specific component,
• the direction in which the components of a group a.re positioned,
• the alignment of items in a group,
• and the space between items in a group.
These para.meters a.re defaults and apply to a.ll resources of a certain type. Some appearance
pa.rametertl apply only to a specific instance of a type or to groups of instances and thus should
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:DIALOG MODAL win_browser
:DLG_GROUP browser
:DLG_GROUP file_info
open_dialog
:DLG_GROUP curr_directory
files
:DLG_GROUP directory_info
current_directory
blank
directory
:DLG_END_GROUP
:DLG_END_GROUP
:DLG_END_GROUP
:DLG_GROUP buttons
OK
Cancel
Find
read_only
:DLG_END_GROUP
:DLG_END_GROUP
:END_DIALOG
Figure 5: A Functional Description of the Windows File Browser
be coded so that they relate only to that instance. An example of such an encoding is shown in
Figure 8 where only the components which have a different appearance from the default are shown.
Since each component is labelled it is possible to relate the syntactic and appearance descriptions
for specific instances. The designer of a resource is also allowed to encode the exceptions to the
default as attributes of the syntactic description if that is more convenient.
6.1.6

Creation of a GUI-Specific Resource

The syntax and semantics of a resource must be translated from the high-level description into
the GUI-specific version. This translation process is performed by a resource compiler which uses
the functional and appearance descriptions of the resource as input and produces a GUI-specific
resource as output.
Target GUis fall into classes which have quite different characteristics. The form of the target
resource languages varies· considerably; Microsoft Windows names resources which are similar to
the resources in CIRL, while the X Toolkit uses an object-oriented approach where every resource
is initially a window. Also sizing and positioning cover a wide spectrum: the Macintosh Toolbox
creates resources in which screen coordinates and font sizes are known explicitly, Windows requires
screen coordinates but the font sizes are relative, and Xll/Motif determines sizes dynamically as
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Figure 6: A Functional Description of the Components of the Windows File Browser
the resource is composed of widgets. Because of this lack of commonality among GUis we have
usually created a resource compiler for each GUI which is supported, although many of the compiler
components were reused.
Depending on the target GUI, the resource compiler computes the size of a character field, the
coordinates of a resource and its components, and any inter-component spacing from the information in the appearance description. All data describing the appearance of the resource is accessible
in the appearance description. There is no need to change the compiler to modify the appearance
of a resource.
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6.1. 7

Mapping CIRL Resources onto Specific GUI Resources

Ideally we would like to have one compiler for all GUis, where all the information about structure, appearance and mapping into target-system resources was contained in human readable and
machine-processable files. This goal has been achieved with the structure and appearance information, but the mapping information has not yet been placed in this format.
We believe it is possible to construct a simple language which will allow specification of the
mapping from CIRL resources to resources in a specific GUI. Since resources are hierarchically
structured and information at different levels of the hierarchy will interact, the language will have
to process hierarchies and remember the state of previous actions. Similar work has been described
in [KF90]. Work is now proceeding on the design of this language.

6.2

PIWI (Presentation-Independent Windowed Interface)

PIWI provides the programmer with an application program interface ( API) which implements
an abstraction of the functions required in all the targeted user interfaces. The API is depicted
in Figure 9 where the abstraction is shown being mapped onto the Macintosh toolkit, Microsoft
Windows 3.0, XU/Motif, and Presentation Manager (PM). The API supports a number of actions
including:
• application initiation and termination,
• event handling and pointer tracking,
• interaction with resources such as menus and dialogues,
• font styles,
• manipulation of application scroll bars,
• and drawing to the application window.
The various functional components which support these actions are outlined in the following subsections. A more complete description of the data types and procedures is presented in [Cha90].
6.2.1

Data Types

A number of data types and their associated access routines were defined to support the APL
Data types can be characterized as supporting input events, dialogues, appearance of items such
as pointers and scrollbars, fonts, color, and drawing tools. Capabilities can vary between various
user interfaces and so the functions pass attribute structures as parameters. This technique allows
the amount and type of data to be extended without affecting existing applications.
6.2.2

Event Handling and Pointer Tracking

For reasons of simplicity events were dispatched by the application rather than the underlying
windowing system. Even systems which used the callback approach registered all events with the
application which then went through the extra step of determining the specific processing routine.
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Although this approach did introduce extra processing for most input events it did not affect the
response of the application to user- or system-generated events.
The API also allows the application to track the movement of the pointer. This action is useful
in draw or paint packages where direct access to the pointer movement is essential for proper
performance.
6.2.3

Interaction With Resources

The application may modify the appearance of menus and dialogues to reflect the current state of
the application. Hence there are routines which display a dialogue and activate various components
of the dialogue such as radio buttons or checkboxes. These routines can also access the state of
any of the buttons or retrieve the state of a button after an input event.
List boxes are often used as the basis for file browsers and similar objects. Hence list box
routines have to retrieve marked elements from a list box after an input event and also insert
strings in the list box as the scroll bars are activated.
6.2.4

Drawing and Fonts

The API contains a number of routines to draw standard figures such as lines, rectangles and text
to the application window. The routines also allow manipulation of the fill patterns, the foreground
and background colors, the pen color and font style.
6.2.5

Function Names and Parameters

One key to creating an easy-to-use API is to use function names which express the function semantics and which are easy to locate in a manual. Also many functions can be eliminated through
careful choice of function parameters. This approach which is usually described in programming
style manuals such as (IRV90] was used in designing the PIWI APL

7

Fonts and Color in CIRL and PIWI

Fonts and color are often used in applications and could seriously increase the dependency of the
application on the GUI. This section will focus on fonts although the observations also apply to
color.
Applications fall into two broad classes depending on their use of fonts. Applications such as
spreadsheets, database programs, general-purpose editors, and terminal emulators normally make
limited use of fonts and their associated styles. Word processors, draw and paint programs, and
other WYSIWYG software usually make extensive use of fonts and styles and may encounter
problems when retargeted to a different platform. We consider only WYSIWYG software further
in this section, since the other category of applications can be considered as a subset of this type
of software.
There are really two problems to be solved when dealing with fonts and style in WYSIWYG
software. When the software is operating all the fonts and style information on the computer
system should be accessible to the user. When data which has been previously created is being
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brought into an application, the application must find the correct font and style for some text or
provide some reasonable default action.
When the application is running, all the fonts are usually displayed using a browser incorporated
in a dialog box or menu. Thus a resource language such as CIRL must support the definition of
this type of resource, and the user interface abstraction must be able to query the underlying GUI
to determine the available fonts and styles and display them in the browser.
A file created with WYSIWYG software contains information about the characteristics of the
fonts and styles which is processed the next time· the file is accessed. Certain fonts and styles
may not be available if the data is moved to another computer system in the same family and the
application should handle this problem in a transparent fashion. First the application should record
the font and style data in a GUI-independent manner in all files, so this data can be processed
in a uniform way by the user interface abstraction. Each version of the user interface abstraction
would then translate the font and style data to the format required for its specific GUI. The GUI
would then return the correct font and style except where the specific font is missing. GUis seem
to handle the problem of missing fonts in two ways: either they attempt an approximation or· they
fail. The application can be designed to handle both cases as long as the PIWI procedures pass
enough information about the font to the underlying GUI. If failure is not an appropriate response,
then the user interface abstraction or the application can be designed to find a suitable alternate
font and style.
Similar considerations occur when color is used in an application. The application must display
and allow the user to manipulate all the available colors and the application must make a valid
attempt to use the colors recorded in data which had been processed earlier.

8

Some Experience with Retargeting

CIRL and PIWI are being used extensively in our laboratory to retarget both experimental and
"commercial" software to different GUis. The creation of a CIRL/PIWI toolkit for a specific GUI
requires about 3 man-months before an application can be moved. This section discusses the experience gained in retargeting a structured document editor called llita4 [CMPS91] to Presentation
Manager on OS/2, Windows 3.0 on DOS, and XU/Motif on UNIX. Other software systems have
also been retargeted with similar results.
The Rita editor provides a "WYSI-A-WYG" 5 display and was designed to facilitate the entry
of tagged documents for users ranging from expert to novice. Rita used many of the features of
PIWI and CIRL including mouse and keyboard input, pulldown menus, scroll bars, dialogs, and
character and line drawing. A sample screen with many of these features is displayed in Figure 10.
The previous version of Rita required 50,000 lines of C code6 and was written for a character-based
windowing system called FormDev.
4

Rita is the infinitive of the Icelandic transitive verb for write.

5

The "A" stands for the word "almost".

6

The 50,000 lines of code did not include any of the standard .h files or libraries.
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Initially Rita was retargeted to OS/2 Presentation Manager and this first move could have been
quite complex, because the programming model supported by FormDev differed from most other
windowing systems. However, once the modules which worked with the FormDev user interface
were replaced with PIWI modules the retargeting exercise became straightforward. This apparent
lack of difficulty can be attributed primarily to careful module design which isolated the 15 to 20%
of the code related to the user interface and operating system. This initial retargeting exercise took
about 2 man-weeks because a number of minor bugs were discovered in PIWI.
The move to Windows 3.0 was quite straightforward since the models for Windows 3.0 and the
Presentation Manager are similar. Retargeting to Xll/Motif on UNIX could have presented some
serious problems since the resource descriptions 7 are quite different. However, the CIRL language
and compiler masked these differences. In total, retargeting Rita to Windows 3.0 and XU/Motif
took 2 man-weeks.
·
Most of the retargeting issues were related to compiler and operating system differences with
the exception of two problems relating to performance and presentation:. Once these two issues
were resolved the "solutions" were retargeted back to the original software. These two issues and
their solution are discussed in the next sections.

8.1

Updating the Screen

Since one aspect of Rita involves text processing, continuous insertion of text causes frequent
changes to the screen and may impact performance. This was not an issue in the original design
of Rita, as Rita was targeted to a faster character-oriented display. With GUis the characters are
created graphically with software and the processing per character is much slower.
PIWI was augmented with a new function, UIBi tMapScroll () which would inexpensively move
arbitrary regions of the display without recreating the characters. This addition improved Rita's
performance in vertical scrolling as only the characters in the new portion of the display had to be
redrawn.
The Rita screen-manager, the interface between Rita's view of the screen and PIWI, was also
directly modified. A smart text screen-manager was implemented that computed regions of the
screen that had changed and was able to update arbitrary regions from its screen buffer rather
than re-displaying the entire screen. Currently this is implemented for a fixed-width character set,
but the algorithms are being extended for proportional fonts.

8.2

Changing the Presentation

Rita requires the presentation of a menu at the bottom of the screen ·to show the legal set of
markup tags which can be used at any point in the document. This menu can be invoked by either
moving to the structure window, the left window in Figure 10, or by invoking the "Insert" and
"Transform" operations from the "Edit" menu. A menu could not be displayed at the bottom of
the screen as most user interface systems would not allow user input without first returning to the
main event loop. Incorporating this change would have meant introducing the idea of 'states' into
the main event handler, a major code reorganization. Instead a scrolling dialog for the "Insert"
'Motif uses an object oriented approach with a Widget set.
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and "Transform" commands is now used which presents no functional difference and only a minor
presentational one.

9

Contributions of the CIRL/PIWI User Interface Abstraction

What contributions does the CIB.L/PIWI user interface abstraction make toward supporting our
primary goal of retargetability? The following list outlines a number of areas where we believe this
user interface abstraction makes a contribution.
1. The CIB.L/PIWI user interface abstraction does achieve the goal of allowing the programmer

to create retargetable software. First, CIB.L/PIWI successfully maps into a large number of
native user interface and resource models and allows the production of software which has
the look-and-feel of the native system. Second, it is necessary to develop and maintain only
one copy of the application source code thus decreasing development and maintenance costs.
2. Writing new applications for a number of different GUis is simplified because the programmers can concentrate on learning a single toolkit rather than one for each GUI. Although
some knowledge of the native toolkit is necessary in order to handle error conditions, there
only needs to be one expert per toolkit, this can be the same person who implemented the
PIWI/CIB.L abstraction for that specific toolkit.
3. The PIWI API is relatively small; it uses about 80 procedures compared with several hundred
for many native toolkits.
4. CIB.L uses a functional description which separates specification and appearance of resources
from the application. Descriptions of resources are not buried in the application, thus heightening the retargetability of the application code.
5. CIB.L allows specification of resources without specific knowledge of the final spacing or
position of the resource for the specific GUI. This information is either in the knowledge-base
or the CIB.L compiler for the GUI. Thus the application resource programmer is able to create
resources more quickly because no information about spacing or coordinates is necessary. The
resources produced using this approach have the correct look-and-feel and in general do not
need to be altered.
6. CIB.L enhances retargetability by allowing consistent naming conventions to be used across
resource descriptions for the same application. There may be several GUI-dependent resource ·
files for an application because menus and dialogues with similar function may not have similar
appearance. Consistent names can be used for the same items in different files and so the
application code does not change.
7. CIB.L allows the expert to define the appearance parameters separately from the functional_
description of the resource. This separation allows the expert to specify conformance with
interface standards such as IBM's Common User Access [Int87] while leaving the functional
description of the resource to the application or resource programmer.
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8. P:reliroinary investigation indicates that the model used for PIWI/CIRL is easily extensible
to other user interface technologies such as those described in the introduction.

10

Related Work

A number of other toolkits and resource language systems have been developed which have properties similar to CIRL and PIWI. XVT and OIT are portable toolkits produced by commercial
organizations with the goal of providing a standard API and resource language to promote retargetability. ITS and DTL are markup languages produced by IBM which also use tags to describe
resources for a specific GUI. This section briefly discusses the solutions provided by these other
portable toolkits.

10.1

XVT ( eXtensible Virtual Toolkit)

XVT, the eXtensible Virtual Toolkit [R~c89a, Roc89b] is similar to PIWI. It provides an API which
was then implemented on a number of existing UI toolkits including the Macintosh, Windows 3.0,
Presentation Manager, OSF Motif, and some character displays.
The resources are described in a Universal Resource Language (URL) and compiled into native
resource descriptions. Elements in a resource are positioned using a virtual coordinate system which
is then translated into the coordinates of a specific GUI. Although this resource description achieves
portability, dialogs must be fine-tuned for each native toolkit to achieve proper look-and-feel.

10.2

01 Toolkit (Open Interface Toolkit)

Information on the 01 Toolkit [Dat91] was obtained primarily from a secondary source. The 01
Toolkit has an API consisting of a library and objects which are implemented using a virtual
graphics machine (VGM) and an interactive interface builder for the resources. The VGM is then
·implemented for the various target systems which include the Macintosh, Windows 3.0, Presentation
Manager, DECwin, OSF Motif, and OpenLook. The 01 Toolkit is not implemented directly for
OSF Motif and OpenLook, rather equivalent GUis are implemented which are totally compliant
with the OSF Motif and OpenLook standards. It is claimed that this approach was taken to avoid
some least common denominator problems. The VGM implements an event loop which dispatches
the event to the appropriate widget where specific processing functions are called.

10.3

Markup Languages for Resources

ITS [BBG+89b, BBG+89a] and DTL [Int89] are two architectures which use an approach similar
to CIRL to provide the functional description and style or appearance characteristics of the user
interface. The computation and dialogue control are then attached to this description and interpreted by a dialogue manager. Retargetability can be obviously achieved by rewriting the dialogue
manager, although there is no discussion of achieving the look-and-feel of other windowing systems
since these two systems were designed for other purposes.
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11

Conclusions

GIRL and PIWI are a resource description language and a set of routines which form an Application Program Interface (API) or user interface toolkit. This API allows applications to be
easily retargeted to Graphical User Interfaces (GUis) such as Macintosh Toolbox, Microsoft Windows 3.0, Presentation Manager, XU/Motif, and Xll/OpenLook. There are a small number of
other portable tool.kits including XVT and OIT which have similar goals. GIRL and PIWI are
distinguished from these other toolkits from a number of perspectives:
• The resource language GIRL uses a markup language to provide the functional description
and appearance of the various resource components.
• ·No information about position of components or about details relevant to a specific GUI are
contained in the resource descriptions; appearance details for each type of target GUI are
recorded in a separate specification.
• The compiler for a specific GUI translates the resource descriptions into resources for that
GUI with the correct look-and-feel; in general the resources do not need to be altered after
translation.
• The interface defined by the language PIWI is quite small, in the order of eighty different
procedure calls, and yet seems to support retargetability across a substantial set of GUis.
Experiments in retargeting applications among several different GUis have provided a strong indication that the approach represented by GIRL and PIWI works remarkably well.
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